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Abstract: Architects and engineers have been always at-

tracted by concrete shell structures due to their high ef-

ficiency and plastic shapes. In this paper the possibil-

ity to use concrete shells to support footbridges is ex-

plored. Starting from Musmeci’s fundamental research

andwork in shell bridge design, the use of numerical form-

finding methods is analysed. The form-finding of a shell-

supported footbridge shaped following Musmeci’s work

is first introduced. Coupling Musmeci’s and Nervi’s ex-

periences, an easy construction method using a stay-in-

place ferrocement formwork is proposed. Moreover, the

advantage of inserting holes in the shell through topol-

ogy optimization to remove less exploited concrete has

been considered. Curved shell-supported footbridges have

been also studied, and the possibility of supporting the

deck with the shell top edge, that is along a single curve

only, has been investigated. The form-finding of curved

shell-supported footbridges has been performed using a

Particle-Spring System and Thrust Network Analysis. Fi-

nally, the form-finding of curved shell-supported foot-

bridges subjected to both vertical andhorizontal forces (i.e.

earthquake action) has been implemented.
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1 Introduction

Concrete shells have been always a special typology for

engineers as, if well designed and shaped from the flow

of forces, will be mostly subjected to axial compression

forces. Following these promises, starting from the first

half of the last century, several well-known engineers (e.g.

Pier Luigi Nervi, Edoardo Torroja, Felix Candela, Heinz

Isler, Jörg Schlaich and others) were involved in design-

ing and building concrete shell structures. Nevertheless,

this structural typology has not been used so much for

bridges. Shell-supported footbridges are made of a shell

supporting a deck, with the shell that can be continu-

ous, usually made of concrete, or a grid-shell, for instance

made of steel. The Basento Bridge, a concrete viaduct de-

signed by the Italian engineer Sergio Musmeci at the end

of the 1960s in Potenza (Italy), can be considered as the

first modern shell-supported bridge. Musmeci achieved

this goal after a deep study on the design and realization

of shells in civil engineering and architecture, and in par-

ticular in designing shell-supported bridges. In the same

period (1968-71) a concrete shell-supported road bridge de-

signed by Alfred Pauser was built in Erdberger (Austria)

[1]. At the beginning of this century, Jiri Strasky proposed

two shell-supported footbridges in two international de-

sign competitions: the first held in Jersey (UK), and the

second held in London for the Leamouth Footbridge [2,

3]. After about forty years from the last realized shell-

supported bridges in Potenza and in Erdberger, in 2008

a steel shell-supported footbridge, with a curved concrete

deck, designed by Laurent Ney for a design competition,

was realized in Knokke-Heist, a resort town at the Belgian

coast (i.e. the Lichtenlijn bridge [4]). In 2011 Hugo Cor-

res Peiretti designed the Matadero Bridge in Madrid [5],

a shell-supported footbridge with the deck suspended to

a concrete canopy. More recently, SBP Consulting engi-

neers designed the Trumpf Footbridge in Ditzingen (Ger-

many, 2018), a pedestrian bridge whose deck is supported

by a steel grid-shell [6]. Moreover, some studies on shell-

supported footbridges have been carried out by Block’s Re-

search Group at ETH in Zurich [7] and by the Institute for

Structural Engineering of the University of Vienna [8, 9].

The former prepared a prototype of a concrete shell bridge

shaped with a pre-stressed hybrid knitted textile and a
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bending-active structure that acted as awaste-free, stay-in-

place, self-supporting formwork, successively thickened

through spraying a thixotropic mortar and by then man-

ual casting of the final concrete layer onto the stiffened

fabric formwork. The latter group has proposed an effi-

cient construction method of for concrete shells by pneu-

matic forming of hardened concrete. The method also al-

lows the construction of concrete shell bridges by infla-

tion. In the present work the studies on shell-supported

bridges carried out in the last years by the Authors are in-

troduced and compared with the most recent researches

made in this field. The form finding methods usually used

for concrete shells are briefly introduced in Section 2. The

main steps and goals of the research developed by the Au-

thors on shell-supported footbridges are explained in Sec-

tion 3. TheMusmeci’s lesson on designing shell-supported

bridges is discussed in Section 4. It has been applied

to a case study of straight shell-supported footbridge in

Section 5, and, following Nervi’s lesson, in this section

a shell construction method using a ferrocement stay-in-

place formwork has been also proposed. The possibility

to reduce tension stresses in shells using holes shaped by

topology optimization is exanimated in Section 6. Accord-

ing to the most recent trends in footbridges design, curved

shell-supported footbridges are analysed in Section 7 also

considering the influence of possible horizontal forces (e.g.

earthquake loads) on the bridge shape. Finally, the main

conclusions are drawn.

2 Short summary of form-finding

methods

In general, to shape the shell of shell-supported bridges,

form-finding method are used. In this section a list and

a brief summary of these methods are reported. Physi-

cal models were originally used in the form-finding of

membrane structures. The most remarkable results were

achieved by Heinz Isler [10], Sergio Musmeci [11, 12] and

Frei Otto [13]. Unfortunately, physical models were not suf-

ficiently reliable in designing tension structures, neither

easy to be used, as well as very expensive. In the 1960s,

the advent of computer inspired the earlier experimental

shapefinding techniques, and thefirst form-findingdigital

methods were implemented. The numerical form-finding

methods are commonly grouped into three main families:

ś Stiffness Matrix Methods

ś Geometric Stiffness Methods

ś Dynamic Equilibrium Methods.

Stiffness Matrix Methods are among the oldest nu-

merical form-finding methods. Among these, the Natural

Shape Finding (NSF) method, developed in 1974, is to be

mentioned [14]. Contrary to the other form-finding digital

methods, using the standard elastic and geometric stiff-

ness matrices, they require material properties.

Geometric Stiffness Methods are material-

independent since they only take into account geometric

stiffness matrices of elements. The most popular among

them is the Force Density Method (FDM), that was devel-

oped by Scheck in 1974 [15]. It does not need iterations or

convergence criterion but just to solve an equation system.

Defined the force densities as the ratios of axial forces over

bar lengths, FDM obtains the position of the free nodes at

the equilibrium state from the definition of a net topol-

ogy, of the given coordinates of the boundary points and

of the force densities. In the linear approach FDM just

needs to solve a linear system of equations, thus provid-

ing a quick design tool for shaping tension structures

and shells. The nonlinear approach is more adherent

to the actual membrane behaviour and was introduced

to optimize cable-nets under assigned constraints [16].

In 2007, Philippe Block developed a new geometric stiff-

ness method, the Thrust Network Analysis (TNA), a three-

dimensional version of Thrust-Line Analysis [17]. TNA is a

new methodology based on graphic statics for generating

compression-only vaulted surfaces and networks, subject

to gravitational loading. The TNA method is based on the

assumption (derived from descriptive geometry) that a

three-dimensional network under vertical external loads

is in compression when its projection on the horizontal

plane is also in compression. The form-finding of the opti-

mal shell shape by TNA is performed by the simultaneous

manipulation of two diagrams: the form diagram Γ, which

is the horizontal projection of the three-dimensional net-

work G, and the force diagram Γ*, which is constituted

by the horizontal components of the forces that act on

each bar of the compressed network. The primal grid Γ

and dual grid Γ* are related by a reciprocal relationship:

Corresponding lines in the two diagrams are parallel, and

the equilibrium of a node in one of them is guaranteed by

a closed polygon in the other and vice versa (according to

Maxwell’s definition).

Dynamic Equilibrium Methods find static equilibrium

states by iteratively solving dynamic equilibrium prob-

lems. The Dynamic Relaxation (DR) method [18] traces,

step by step for small time increments, the motion of

each interconnected node of an auxiliary grid, under ap-

plied loads, until the structure comes to rest in static equi-

librium. This method is particularly suited to optimize

the shape of grid-shells. The Particle-Spring System (PSS)
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aims to find structures in static equilibrium by defining

the topology of a particle-spring network [19]. The auxil-

iary network consists of a system of lumped masses (par-

ticles) connected by linear elastic springs. The gravita-

tional pull on a mass causes the displacement of the as-

sociated particle and subsequently the elongation of the

attached springs. This elongation creates a counter force

in the springs and stretching continues until the sum of

the spring forces matches the downward force of the mass.

Themotion of the particle is governed by Newton’s second

law of motion, and the force in the spring by Hooke’s law

of elasticity. A static equilibrium is found (i.e. the dynamic

simulation stops) once a balance between internal and ex-

ternal forces is iteratively achieved. Two different kinds of

simulations can be performed:

ś In a łhanging cloth simulationž the particles are al-

lowed to łfallž under the influence of gravity and the

rest lengths of springs along the boundary edges are

set to be equal to their original lengths. This simula-

tion is often often used to produce synclastic geome-

tries.

ś In a łstretched cloth simulationž gravity is usually

turned off or set to a very low value and the rest-

lengths of all the springs are very low or set to zero.

This type of simulation is usually employed to pro-

duce anticlastic geometries.

Regarding applications to bridges, in the last decades

several structural optimization techniques have been im-

plemented and adopted to maximize the structural effi-

ciency of arch bridges [20ś22], as arches, like shells, owe

their bearing capacity to their shape if optimally designed

for certain boundary conditions. Among the above form-

finding methods, in the following applications the Thrust

Network Analysis and Particle Spring Systems are used.

3 Development of the research on

shell supported footbridges

This research started at the beginning of 2000, account-

ing for Musmeci’s work, who shaped his shell-supported

bridges with equally-compressed shells with minimal sur-

face through coupling physicalmodels -evenmade of soap

bubbles- and integration of the differential equation of

isotropic membranes [11, 12]. While at Musmeci’s time the

onlymathematical tool to optimise a shell shapewasmath-

ematical analysis, in 2004 evolutionary algorithms were

available. Therefore, an optimization procedure was used

to follow Musmeci’s work in shaping his famous bridge

over the Basento River in Potenza, Italy. To this aim, a

łsimulated annealingž algorithmwas used [23]. In the ‘60s

of the past century, when Musmeci designed the Basento

Bridge, no reliable numerical methods to design tension

structures were available. In fact, the first available form-

findingmethodwas the ForceDensityMethod, also known

as łthe Stuttgart approachž, that was defined and success-

fully used in designing vaults and tension structures only

at the beginning of the ‘70s. Also the use of dynamic relax-

ation in the membrane form-finding dates about the same

years [24], even if the method, that is an application of

Newton’s 2-nd law of motion and can be used in different

fields of mechanics, was developed in the ‘60s [18]. There-

fore, Musmeci developed a peculiar form-finding proce-

dure to shape the shell supporting the deck of the Basento

bridge as a compressed membrane. Using soap bubbles

and integration of the differential equation of an isotropic

membrane, Musmeci found an isotropic shell from which

to obtain the actual form of the shell supporting the deck

of the Basento Bridge. Since in a bridge the longitudinal

direction is highly prevalent with respect to the transverse

one, Musmeci reduced the transverse curvatures of the

isotropic shell to find the final form of the anisotropic shell

supporting the deck.

Following Musmeci’s method, some other shell-

supported footbridges were designed through imposing

suitable boundary conditions to shape an isotropic mem-

brane [25]. The form of the isotropic membrane was found

using a łsimulated annealingž algorithm to minimize the

anticlastic surface, and then, the transverse curvatures

were reduced with respect to the longitudinal ones to

obtain the final form of the shell supporting the bridge

deck. The shell was shown to be equally compressed,

as expected by its anticlastic shape. Equally-compressed

shells are particularly suitable for concrete shells, because

crack opening is counteracted by uniform compressions

throughout the shell. In 2006 it was also studied how to

realize this type of footbridges following not only Mus-

meci’s but also Nervi’s lesson. In fact, Pier Luigi Nervi

built his amazing concrete vaults using ferrocement, a

cementitious composite made of steel nets and mortar

matrix [25]. It was hence proposed to shape the nets in

tension by imposing suitable boundary conditions to ob-

tain the anticlastic form of the shell supporting the bridge

and to then transform the nets in tension in a ferrocement

membrane through filling the space between the net wires,

thus obtaining a ferrocement formwork that can be thick-

ened with thyssotropic micro-concrete to finally obtain

the concrete shell. In recent years there has been a great

development in the study and realization of cementitious

composites, with improved mortars (highly ductile and
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Table 1: Research steps on shell-supported footbridges with anticlastic equally-compressed shell

Research Steps Goals Method/Algorithm

1 Basento’s Bridge (first modern shell

supported bridge)

Investigation of Basento’s bridge

using numerical form-finding

methods

Musmeci’s method coupled to an

evolutionary algorithm

2 Straight shell-supported

footbridges

Shaping straight shell-supported

footbridges according to

Form-finding methods

Equally-compressed anticlastic

shell following Musmeci’s method

coupled to an evolutionary

algorithm

3 Concrete Shell Construction

Methods

Develop easy and economical

construction techniques for

concrete shells

Thickening with spaying concrete a

stay-in-place ferrocement formwork

following Nervi’s lesson

4 Shell-supported footbridges with

optimized shell topology

Minimize tensile stresses in

concrete using holes in the shells

Topology optimization

5 Curved shell-supported footbridges Shaping curved shell-supported

footbridges according to

Form-finding methods

Particle Spring System and Thrust

Network Analysis

6 Curved shell-supported footbridges

subjected to both vertical and

horizontal forces

Seismic form-finding of curved

shell-footbridges shape-resistant to

earthquake forces

Particle-Spring method

with high tensile strength) and different types of fibres,

like basalt and carbon fibres. Therefore, this opens new

perspectives in the construction of concrete shells [26, 27].

Although topology optimization is still rarely applied in

civil engineering and in particular in shell construction,

the research was successively extended to applying topol-

ogy optimization for designing shell-supported bridges.

This allowed to minimize the shell regions where second

order moments arise and better understand the role of

possible holes in eliminating tension stresses. Follow-

ing not only Musmeci’s and Nervi’s lesson, but also Jorg

Schlaich’s work on curved bridges [28], the extension of

shell-supported bridges to curved footbridges was then

studied. Facing the problem of designing curved shell-

supported footbridges, the philosophy of only considering

equally-compressed shells was still followed. The prob-

lem of defining suitable boundary conditions to allow

curvatures to be anticlastic of opposite sign in any shell

region was to be solved for a shell supporting a curved

deck. Although the problem is more difficult to solve than

in straight shell-supported bridges, the fact that the deck

can be considered as a ring girder helped to find a suitable

shell form to solve such a design problem. To this aim,

two form-finding methods were used, the Particle Spring

method and Thrust Network Analysis, the former devel-

oped by Kilian and Ochsendorf in 2005 [19] and the latter

by Block and Rippmann [17, 29]. Carrying on in following

Schlaich’swork, a shell-supported footbridgewith S-curve

and counter-curve along the deck was also studied [28].

The research on shell-supported bridgeswasfinally turned

to the form-finding of shells supporting a curved deck that

allow the bridge to better resist horizontal forces. Seismic

form-finding of shell-supported footbridges was thus stud-

ied, and reference to previous work on seismic resistant

forms of shells was made [30ś33]. The above described

research steps are shortly listed in Table 1.

4 Musmeci’s lesson on designing

shell-supported bridges

Sergio Musmeci was an Italian structural designer, as well

as a professor of the Faculty of Architecture of Rome Uni-

versity łLa Sapienzaž. He cultivated interests and skills in

different fields of culture, as mathematics, philosophy, as-

tronomy, architecture and music, loving jazz and playing

it as a pianist. Besides in Civil Engineering, he also gradu-

ated in Aeronautical Engineering, and applied the aerody-

namics principles shaping a famous helicoidal skyscraper

designed with his close friend and well-known architect

Manfredi Nicoletti [11]. He started his career as structural

engineer first in Riccardo Morandi’s and then in Pier Luigi

Nervi’s design offices. For his entire professional life, he

had fruitful collaborations with some of the most famous

architects in Italy, as Carlo Mollino, Ludovico Quaroni and
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Figure 1: Basento Bridge in Potenza, Italy (Photos: Carlo Atzeni)

Figure 2: Form-finding of the Basento Bridge, (a) using soap bubbles; (b) integrating the membrane equation by finite differences (b)

Bruno Zevi [11]. Similarly to Frei Otto’s research but inde-

pendently by him, an important part of his work was ad-

dressed in the study of shells with minimal surface. Unfor-

tunately, some years after the inauguration of his master-

piece, the shell-supported bridge over the Basento River in

Potenza, Italy (Figure 1), he prematurely died in 1981.

The Basento bridge is one of the very few shell-

supported bridges realized in the world [11, 12], and it is by

far the most important one by both a structural and an ar-

chitectural point of view. In designing Basento bridge, the

pioneeringMusmeci’s idea was to design a uniformly com-

pressed concrete shell with minimal surface. His aim was

to obtain a stiffer structure and reduce the volume of resis-

tant material by better exploiting concrete characteristics,

because concrete better resists compressions that in turn

are able to counteract the opening of cracks unavoidably

formed during concrete hardening. Nevertheless, hismain

aim was not to save concrete (that, incidentally, is advan-

tageous, too), but to obtain a structure that was also an ar-

chitectural object with aesthetical value. Similarly to what

happens in the organic forms of living beings, including

shells and skeletal structures of animals, this was in accor-

dancewith his quality statements, forwhich structural effi-

ciency and resistant material saving are quality indexes of

the intrinsic beauty of the form of his optimised structures.

The conceptual design of the bridge was firstly set

up by Musmeci using a soap film model that, by suitably

choosing the boundary conditions, allowedhim to achieve

qualitatively the bridge shape (Figure 2a). The soap film

was a physical model in small scale of an isotropic sur-

face in tension, that he also achieved with real longitudi-

nal and elevation coordinates by integrating by finite dif-

ferences the differential equation of isotropic membranes

(Figure 2b). By then reducing the transverse dimensions of

this isotropic membrane, he numerically achieved the ac-

tual coordinates of the points of the average surface of the

shell that would have supported the bridge deck. This de-

sign procedure can be simulated with modern evolution-
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Figure 3: Form-finding of the Basento Bridge using simulated annealing: (a) with isotropic curvatures; (b) after reduction of transverse

curvatures

ary algorithms. Marmo et al. [34] provided a comprehen-

sive study on the form of the double-curved RC shell that

bears the Basento bridge designed by Musmeci by adopt-

ing the actual geometry of the structure as a reference for

experiencing a new iterative procedure based on the Force

Density Method (FDM) and then compare the structural ef-

ficiency of the computed geometry with the designed and

surveyed ones. The Authors, given the boundary condi-

tions used by Musmeci to integrate the membrane equa-

tion, have obtained the shape of the shell of the Basento

bridge by first calculating the isotropic membrane (Fig-

ure 3a), as that originally achieved by Musmeci, through

minimising the distance between the coordinates of the

nodes of a cable net structure and the points of a horizon-

tal surface using a łsimulated annealingž algorithm [23].

By then reducing the transverse coordinates to their ac-

tual values, the anisotropic curvatures of the shell of the

Basento bridge were finally obtained (Figure 3b).

5 Designing shell-supported

footbridges following Musmeci’s

work

The same form-finding procedure implemented to in-

vestigate Musmeci’s work was then used to design a

shell-supported footbridge to cross a deep canyon in

Figure 4: Form-finding of the shell-supported footbridge using simulated annealing: (a) with isotropic curvatures; (b) after reduction of

transverse curvatures

Figure 5: Shell-supported footbridge: (a) Perspective view; (b) lateral view; (c) parametric variation of the shell edge at the abutments to

choose its optimum shape
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Figure 6: Photomontage of the shell-supported footbridge over

Tuvixeddu canyon in Cagliari, Italy

Cagliari [25], an Italian city in the South of Sardinia, the

second biggest island of the Mediterranean Sea. This site

was also adopted in the following researches developed by

the same group to design innovative footbridges and com-

pare the design results.

Following Musmeci, the shell-supported footbridge

was initially shaped as a soap bubble by starting from

an isotropic membrane obtained using łsimulated anneal-

ingž tominimize its surface (Figure 4a), and by then reduc-

ing its transverse dimensions tomeet the requiredwidth of

the deck (Figure 4b). The bridge spanwas 40m. Shell thick-

ness was 15 cm. The deck was supported by the shell at six

points (three by side), meaning that a four-span continu-

ous deck was adopted.

A three-span shell supported footbridge with same

span was also shaped (Figure 5a, 5b). The anticlastic shell

was hinged at the abutments. Since a linear abutment

leads to lose the opposite signs of the orthogonal cur-

vatures in the longitudinal and transverse directions, a

curved abutment was adopted to obtain a shell where un-

wished second order moments are minimised (Figure 5a).

The best shape of the curved abutment was chosen

by making vary parabolic and sinusoidal curves defined

parametrically (Figure 5c) [25]. A photomontage of the foot-

bridge over Cagliari canyon is shown in Figure 6.

5.1 Construction method following Nervi’s

lesson

Although the construction of shell structures is still quite

expensive and labour-consuming, nowadays a lot of re-

search is addressed to find construction methods that sim-

plify shell construction. When designing this footbridge

followingMusmeci’swork in 2005, newconstructionmeth-

ods for shells were not yet proposed, and therefore how

to easier construct shell-supported bridges was a problem

to solve. A construction method was then set up to real-

ize shells with minimal surface following both Musmeci’s

and Nervi’s lesson. Following Musmeci’s experience in re-

alizing his physical models, it was proposed to first shape

a closely spaced net in tension made of thin cables and

wires, and by then filling it with mortar. The cable net can

be put in tension on yard, for instance, using masts and

cable stays. A ferrocement thin shell (5 cm) is so obtained

(Figure 7a), that is made of a cementitious composite fol-

lowing Nervi’s lesson [25]. Of course, todays the net can

be made not only of steel wires but also of other fibres, i.e.

basalt e/or carbonfibres [7, 35, 36]. Sucha thin shell is how-

ever sufficiently light to be easily set-in-place by modern

cranes (Figure 7a) for a span length even quite higher than

that of the footbridge under consideration. After setting-

in-place the ferrocement thin shell, it can be used as the

formwork to obtain the final concrete shell through plac-

ing a reinforcement grid over the ferrocement thin shell

and by then thickening it through spraying a thixotropic

micro-concrete.

Figure 7: Stay-in-place, self-supporting formwork made of ferrocement. (a) setting-in-place by crane; (b) checking its buckling resistance
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Of course, when setting-in-place the ferrocement thin

shell, it could buckle, owing to its small thickness. A buck-

ling analysis was then performed to check the ferrocement

thin shell against bucklingwhen lifted by crane (Figure 7b)

[25]. Buckling analysis showed that the anticlastic shape

of the ferrocement thin shell improves buckling resistance,

thus allowing to reduce its thickness.

6 Topology optimization of the

shell supporting the bridge deck

The insertion of holes in concrete shells can be favourable

to their structural behaviour, because holes can highly

lighten the shell, thus reducing internal forces caused by

dead loads. It is well known how Romans could construct

the big Pantheon vault in Rome through lightening it both

using pumice aggregates but also inserting a big hole in

the centre of the vault.

Therefore, inserting holes in a shell supporting the

bridge deck can improve the behaviour of the bridge, and

in particular of the shell. To suitably insert holes in a shell,

topology optimization can be used. Two main methods

havebeenproposed: theEvolutionary StructuralOptimiza-

tion (ESO) method, first introduced by Xie and Steven in

1992 [37] and successively updated as Bidirectional Evo-

lutionary Structural Optimization (BESO) method at the

end of the ‘90s [38], and the Solid Isotropic Material with

Penalization (SIMP) method, introduced by Bendsoe and

Kikuchi (1988) [39] and Rozvany and Zhou (1992) [40] that

gave it the classical mathematical setting of structural

optimization problems. For topology optimization of the

shell supporting the bridge deck, the SIMP method was

adopted for the above-mentionedmathematical reasons. It

has been shown that suitably inserting holes in the shell

reduces the shell regions where tensile stresses arise. A

perforated shell where stresses were channelled between

holes was obtained (Figure 8) [41, 42]. Moreover, some op-

timization indexes that allow to identify the best hole pat-

tern were also defined [43].

Figure 8: Topology optimization of the shell-supporting footbridge through the SIMP Method: (a) distribution of the pseudo-densities; (b)

hole insertion; (c) rendering of the shell-supported footbridge after hole insertion
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7 Curved shell-supported bridges

While Musmeci’s Basento Bridge is the first of the few

shell bridges built until now, after the first curved bridge

designed by Maillart, the Schwandbach Bridge near Hin-

terfultigen in Switzerland (1933) [44], many other curved

bridges (especially cable-stayed and suspended) have

been built, in particular in the last thirty years, thanks to

Jorg Schlaich’s valuable work [28].

Therefore, the design problem that was asked to solve

was: taking into account the form and the structural func-

tioning of curved bridges and of shell-supported bridges,

which is the form that a curved shell-supported bridge

should have to better transfer deck loads to earth? To an-

swer this question it is worth noting that while a straight

deck supported along a single line by a straight girder is

always unstable (Figure 9a), a curved deck supported by a

curved girder along a curved line can be stable, thanks to

the peculiar properties of ring girders [28, 45ś48].

Figure 10: Curved cantilevered deck supported along a single curved

line

Therefore, while Musmeci needed to support the

straight deck of Basento Bridge using point supports sym-

metrically aligned along two parallel lines (Figure 9b),

Schlaich designed his suspended or cable-stayed curved

bridges by hanging either the outer or the inner deck edge,

that is hanging the deck along one curved line only. There-

fore, to shape a curved shell-supported footbridge, Mus-

meci’s and Schlaich’s lessons had to meet each other’s.

This means that the curved deck (that can be considered

as either a ring girder or made of a ring girder and trans-

verse cantilevers, as in the solution herein adopted) could

be supported by the concrete structure (the shell under

consideration or, in general, even another ring girder, see

Figure 10) along one curved line only, thus exploiting the

peculiar properties of ring girders. A box girder with high

torsional stiffness is usually used to absorb the torsional

moments induced by the eccentric loads acting on the can-

tilever deck. In the recent years, an external pretensioning

system applied to the upper flange of the girder has been

used in some footbridges to equilibrate the torsional mo-

Figure 11: Assignment of the boundary conditions for the shell of

a curved shell-supported bridge: (a) with the deck continuously

supported by the shell top edge; (b) with the deck point-supported

along the shell top edge

Figure 9: Unstable straight deck (a); Stable straight deck (b) and (c)
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Figure 12: Initial form-finding of the curved shell-supported footbridge: (a) using a fabric physical model; (b) with a hand-made sketch; (c)

referring to the shape of a sea wave

Figure 13: Form-finding of the shell of the curved shell-supported

footbridge using a Particle Spring System

ments, as also done in the case study presented in this pa-

per [28, 45ś48].

Conversely, in the form-finding of the concrete shell

one can impose a boundary condition for which the deck

must be supported along the upper edge of the concrete

shell only, that is along a curved line defined by the form

of the curved deck (Figure 11). For instance, if the shell has

to support the deck along one edge, the position of the

deck supports is a boundary condition for the shell upper

edge (Figure 11).Moreover, the fact that the curved deck de-

fines a boundary condition for the shell upper edgemeans

that the curvature of the shell meridians along the upper

edgemust be of the opposite signwith respect to the curva-

ture of the upper edge. All these considerations favoured

the conceptual design of the curved shell-supported foot-

bridge, by also favouring the set-up of a simple physical

model made of elastic nylon fabric whose form recalls that

of a sea wave (Figure 12).

Some other boundary conditions are given along the

abutments. For instance, at the abutments the shell can be

restrained either at some points with concrete hinges [49]

(three by side in the example under consideration) or

along one curve, provided that the given boundary condi-

tions allow the shell surface to be anticlastic. Contrary to

the upper edge, the shell lower edge is not given, and the

curve describing it is free to be found by the form-finding

procedure [47, 48, 50]. For given boundary conditions, dif-

ferent form-finding methods can be used.

The Particle-SpringMethod has shown to be suited for

the form-finding of the shell supporting the curved deck of

the bridge (see Figure 13). In a Particle-Spring System, the

spring stiffness is in some way related to the material elas-

tic properties. It is important to suitably choose the spring
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Figure 14: Shell form-finding of the curved shell-supported footbridge using Thrust Network Analysis

Figure 15: Photomontage of the curved shell-supported footbridge over Tuvixeddu canyon in Cagliari, Italy

stiffness because, besides the boundary conditions, they

can affect the shell shape.

TNA was also used for the form-finding of the curved

shell-supported footbridge. The original Block’s method

for TNA is not suited for such a problem, because the pro-

jection of different shell regions in the horizontal plane

overlap, thus making impossible the construction of the

form and force diagrams in accordance with the Block’s

method. This drawback could be overcome using the TNA

version proposed by Marmo and Rosati [51, 52]. Moreover,

it can be also overcome by using Block’s method in a non-

standard way as done in this research. In fact, it can be

noted that, contrary to the vertical direction, the projec-

tions of different shell regions never overlap in the hori-

zontal direction.

Therefore, the traditional TNA procedure can be car-

ried out by constructing the formdiagram in thehorizontal

direction (Figure 14). In doing so, vertical forces due to the

shell dead loads are neglected, while the parallelism con-

dition between form and force diagrams guarantees the

equilibrium in the vertical direction for any magnitude of

the vertical components of the shell internal forces.

The form-finding is then suitably completed through

moving the net in the horizontal direction, that corre-

sponds to have different horizontal components of the

shell internal forces. It is worth noting that when using
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a Particle Spring System to shape anticlastic shells, dead

loads are also neglected. The form-finding result is then

checkedboth in termsof principal curvatures, thatmust be

of the opposite sign throughout the shell, and in terms of

tensile stresses, that are to be evaluated by finite elements,

thus checking the actual effect of the vertical forces load-

ing the shell. This means that on the one hand dead loads

are neglected when shaping the shell, but their effect is in

any case accounted for by checking the shell by finite ele-

ments; on the other hand, for their peculiar properties, in

anticlastic shells any force increase in onedirection results

in a force increase also in the other directions. This means

that while the form-finding of synclastic shells is highly af-

fected by dead loads, they much less affect the shape of

anticlastic shells.

Figure 15 shows a photomontage of the curved shell-

supported bridge over the canyon in Cagliari.

7.1 Shell-supported footbridges with

S-curve and counter-curve of the deck

FollowingSchlaich’swork on curvedarchbridges, the case

of shell-supported footbridges with S-curve and counter-

curve of the deck was also studied. This case is of particu-

lar importance because the designer wonders which is the

form that the lower free edge of the shell will assumewhen

the upper edge is constrained by a deck with S-curve and

Figure 16: Form-finding by Particle-Spring System (PSS) of a S-curved curve and counter-curve shell: (a) Grasshopper/Kangaroo graphical

form-finding algorithm; (b) top view of the optimal particle-spring network; (c) perspective view of the optimal particle-spring network
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counter-curve. The form-finding was performed using the

Particle-Springmethod. Besides three given points by side

at the abutments, the boundary condition for the shell up-

per edgewas also imposed by constraining it to the deck. A

peculiar shell shapewas found (Figure 16). In particular, it

can be noted that the lower free edge assumes the form of

a three-dimensional twisted arch, similar to the form pro-

posed by Schlaich for the arch of his arch bridge with S-

curved and counter-curved deck.

7.2 Seismic form-finding of shell-supported

footbridges

It has been already pointed out that the form of the anti-

clastic shell supporting the curved deck is suited to well

bear both vertical and horizontal loads. Shaping the shell

using non-standard TNA, it has been also shown that the

anticlastic shell can well resist horizontal forces, the bet-

ter the higher is the transverse vertical projection of the

shell, that is the higher the nodes are moved from the ver-

tical plane where the vertical equilibrium is imposed. The

seismic form-finding of the shell-supported footbridge has

been performedusing the Particle-SpringMethod. Since to

increase the height of the transverse projection of the shell

is favourable to seismic resistance, then a further design

variablewas added, that is the shape of the curveddeck.Of

course, in general any shape is not suitable for the curved

deck, but a family of suitable curves can be defined among

which to choose themost appropriate one for the deck. The

chosen curve of the deck in turn becomes a boundary con-

dition for the shell. Of course, this boundary condition af-

fects the height of the transverse projection of the shell, as

well as its resistance to horizontal forces. Therefore, simi-

larly to the previous curved shell-supported footbridges, a

Figure 17: Shell form-finding of a curved shell-supported footbridge subjected to the seismic action: Perspective view of a seismic action

acting orthogonally to the shell surface (a); lateral and top views on a shell form-found under a small seismic action (b); lateral and top

views on a shell form-found under a greater seismic action (c)
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Particle-Spring System has been defined but with a vari-

able boundary condition for the top edge, whose form

varies with the variation of the deck curve. For increasing

seismic loads, higher curvature of the deck curve is needed

to better resist the seismic loads, the higher the better (see

Figure 17). The resulting shell shape is highly affected by

this varying boundary condition.

8 Discussion on research findings

and concluding remarks

The object of the paper is to investigate the research de-

velopment on shell-supported bridges. The issue of design-

ing shell-supported bridges with shells compressed in any

direction has been faced. Moreover, a design methodol-

ogy has been proposed for both straight and curved shell

bridges. Finally, theproblemhasbeenextended to the case

in which the form-finding is affected not only by vertical

loads but also by a horizontal seismic action. This paper

starts from studying and re-interpreting Musmeci’s work

following his peculiar way of designing shell-supported

bridges. By following Musmeci’s work in designing shell-

supported footbridges, a way for realizing them meeting

Musmeci’s and Nervi’s work was also proposed. The way

of constructing the shell by first realizing a wire net in ten-

sion successively filled with mortar to obtain a light ferro-

cement formwork finally thickened to obtain the concrete

shell is an important finding that has been successively

proposed by also some other authors [7, 25, 35].

By instead designing a curved shell-supported foot-

bridge, the main finding was in defining the conceptual

design of the bridge, that is the intuition and definition of

the shell form on the basis of the required boundary con-

ditions. For this goal, the use of modern form-finding al-

gorithms was necessary. Among them, the Particle Spring

method and the Thrust Network Analysis (TNA) were used.

The former appears to be more suitable for this aim, due

to the advantage that spring stiffness can be related to

shell material properties. TNA is instead independent of

them, and in Block’s formulation seems not suitable to be

used for the form-finding of the curved shell supported

footbridge due to the overlapping of the projections in

the horizontal plane of different shell regions. In this re-

search, the previous restriction was overcome with a non-

standard use of Block’s algorithm, as described in Sec-

tion 5. Satisfying results were obtained in terms of both

curvatures and minimization of unwished tensile stresses,

thus allowing to extend the use of Block’s TNA algorithm

to anticlastic shells for which the projections in the hori-

zontal plane of some shell regions overlap. Achieved the

goal of defining the way to design curved shell footbridges

with equally-compressed shell, the form-finding of curved

shell-supported footbridges was extended to the case of

curved shell footbridges subjected to the earthquake ac-

tion. Since nowadays the seismic form-finding is an is-

sue in form-finding research, and the anticlastic shape of

the shell surface is favourable for bearing also horizontal

forces, including the inertial forces due to the seismic ac-

tion, this property of the anticlastic shell supporting the

deck has naturally leaded to search for the best shell shape

to resist seismic forces. Since the shell-shape is highly af-

fected by the form of the curved deck, it is assumed as

a design variable, of course subjected to give acceptable

deck forms for pedestrian and bicycle traffic. The Particle-

Springmethod has been hence extended to shape the shell

supporting the deck taking into account both vertical and

horizontal forces (i.e. earthquake loads). Future research

is needed to easier allow the realization of shell-supported

footbridges. For this aim, the study of automatic construc-

tion methods as well as the use of robots in building ap-

pear to be a perspective development in this field.
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